CONNECTION
BUILDINGS AND DISTRICTS
Tango Networks Information Communication
Technology “ICT”
Tango Networks designs, supplies, and installs the full technology
and security package to meet ANSI, CSA, and CEC standards.
Designs are stamped by a professional engineer. Tango
negotiates cellular and fiber data connections, and issues tenders
on behalfof building owners.
Tango is vendor agnostic and works with owners, architects, and
general contractors as part of their design and build teams.
Tango maintains existing ICT networks and becomes part of
owner and developer strategy teams.

Communication Networks
Tango designs cabling and IT networks that connect people and
devices (IoT). The connected devices include door access control,
security cameras, intercoms, paging systems, digital signs, cellular systems, computer networks, remote access connections, and
data centers. Tango provides outside plant design to connect the
building to others.

Security Design
Security requirements vary significantly between Hotels,
residential, commercial, industrial, and public spaces. Tango
works in all industries using a tailored approach. Clients served
include Oilers Entertainment Group, JW Marriott, Sky and
Legends condominiums, Edmonton Tower, Stantec Tower, ICE
District pedways, and ICE District podium. Tango provides
outside plant design to connect the building to others.

Digital Media and Advertising
Tango provides technology for events and meeting places such
as concert venues, event spaces, hotel ballrooms, meeting
spaces, district-wide digital media presentations. Today, the
media presentations include rooftop mega-billboard, wayfinding systems, and outdoor digital signs. Provision is made for
a central entertainment control room and connectivity to the
major entertainment carriers: Bell, Shaw, and TELUS.

Cellular Communications
Tango successfully negotiated and designed cellular coverage
extensions at major airports, hospitals, residential towers and
commercial office towers. The negotiating strategy constantly
changes to keep pace with technology.
Tango determines the quality of cellular coverage for all
carriers, works with carriers on latest technology (xG),
and then issues stamped engineering drawings for cellular
equipment designs.

Engagement
When you contact Tango, you will talk with a technology
designer who will provide a strategy based on your needs and
our extensive experience. The full-weight of Tango’s design
team will support you.
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